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CINCINNATI, OHIO,

Conteinporary Problem To _Be
Discussed At ''A" Convocation
By Bob Frommeyer, News Associate E1li1or
Students will have the opp·ortunity of hearing Cincinnatiborn Monsignor Francis B. Kennedy speak on "The Near East
Dilemma" in the Armory Wednesday at 1:30 p.m., in an "A"
Series convocation. Msgr. Kennedy is very well qualifie~ to
speak of the Near East for in September, 1952, he was given
leave of absence from the Archdiocese of Cincinnati by Archbishop Karl J. Alter, to serve
as assistant secretary of the
Catholic Near East Welfare
Association, New York, a Pontifical Mission Aid Organization,
and· with the Pontifical Mission
for Palestine Refugees, in the
capacity he is still serving. From
June 1954 to September 1956,
he served in the Middle East as
Field Director of the same Pontifical refugee relief agency with
headquarters in Beirut, Lebanon,
supervising and directing the
refugee relief activities in the
name of the Holy See, in Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Israel, Gaza,
(then under Egyptian Military
occupation and administration)
and Egypt. During that time he
Msgr. Kennedy
traveled extensively throughout
the areas, working in close cooperation with the United Nations Relief Agencies, U.N.R.W.A.,
for Palestine Refugees in the
Near East and with other volThe second Xavier group to
untary agencies .for the refugees compete on the campus of the
both the religious and non- . Fighting Illini a.t Champaign,
religious. ·
Ill. in as many months will be
He was the assistant spiritual on its way when 38 members
director of St. . Paul's Guild, of the Xavier Pershing Rifles
New York, to aid. convel't .min- group and an entourage of milisters ·and was assistant editor of itary dept. officials leave by
their quarterly publication, The air frol.,11 Wright Patterson Air
Epistle, from September, 1952 Force Base next Friday morning.
to June, 1954.
Monsignor Kennedy was born
The Pershing Rifles will comin Cincinnati in 1915. He is the pete with many other P.R. comson of Joseph Kennedy of Price panies in the ninth annual IlliParochial . School, Mt. Auburn, nois invitational Clrill meet there
Hill. He attended Holy Name on Friday, Saturday, and Sunand St. Gregory's Seminary, day.
Mt. Washington, where he reThe competition will be in
ceived his Bachelor of Arts straight platoon, exhibition plaDegree in 1936. For his. theolog- toon, and individual drill with
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)

Tea111 Participates
In Drill Meet

President Named To Ohio
Group For Education ~esearcli
Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., president, was appointed
March 12 to membership on the Ohio Commiss~o~ on ~du~a
tion Beyond the High School by Gover!1or C. Wilham 0 Ne.ill.
Father O'Connor is the only Cathohc school represent~bve
on the 12-member commission formed by Governor O'Neill to_
make recommendations to meet
the crisis in lilgh education in

The President
Oblo which, It Is estimated, wHI
result from the fact that double
the present number of student•

~ill be seeking admission to coi.:
leges in Ohio in ten years.
Dr. John Baker, president of
Ohio University, is chairman of
the Commission. Other college
presidents on it include: William
E. Stevenson, Oberlin College; T.
Keith Glennan, Case Institute of
Technology; Howard F. Lowry,
Wooster College; Robert M.
Montgomery, Muskingum College; Asa F. Knowles, University
of Toledo; and· Novice G. Fawcett, the Ohio State University.
Also named to membership
were A. C. Allyn, president of
the National Cash Register Company, Dayton; Orville C. Jones,
education dirPctor of the Ohio
C.1.0., Council; A. C. Stambaugh,
former Chairman of the Board,
Standard Oil Co. of Ohio, and
Mrs. Louis B. Seltzer, wife of the
editor of the Cleveland Press.
In accepting the appointment,
Father O'Connor said: "I am
(Continued on Pase 8)
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Worlcl-Renownecl
Little Singers Here
At 'B' Convocation

Co1ifere11ce 011

W eek-e1id

Versatile Choral Gro111l
Offers V ariecl Repertoire
A happy combination of religious and secular choral music will be heard here tomorrow when The Little Singers
Of Paris appear in a "B"
Series Convocation at 1:30 p.m.
in the Armory.
Currently touring America for
the seventh time, the Little Singers are famous the world over
for their performances of great
sacred music-Gregorian chants,
15th century French church music, Palestrinian masterpieces and
contemporary religious works.
They also sing Christmas carols of
Only one "B" Series convocation remains after the appearance
of the Little Singers. The College-Conservatory Mu Phi Epsilon Sorority will present a concert in the Cash Room on April 8.
many nations.
For the religious portion of
their programs, the boys appear
in white vestments known as
albs and wear wooden crosses
around their necks.
Their secular repertoire includes: 16th century French madrigals; 17th and 18th century
Fr nch music; masterpieces of
great contemporary French composers such as Debussy, Ravel
and d'Indy; and folksongs gathered from a dozen different countries which they have visited.
Each song is rendered in its
original language. Thus, these
youngsters who range in age
from 10 to 16, sing in twenty different languages besides their
native French. Among them are
Latin, English, German, Spanish,
Italian, Portugese, Russian, Polish and Czechoslovakian.
(Continued on Page 6)
0

Progrant
Conference
Friday, l\larch 29, 8:00 p.m.
Chairman:
Very Reverend
Paul L.
O'Connor, S.J., President of Xavier
University.
Opening Prayer: Rev. John J, Wenzel,
S.J., Chaplain of the Xavier Family
Life Institute.
Award to the Family of the Year: Father
O'Connor.
UNDERSTAND YOUR PARTNER-BEFORE AND AFTER MARRIAGE,
Rev. Lucius F. Cervantes, S.J.,
Regis College, Denver, Colorado.
Saturday, lllarch :m, 2 :00 p.m,
Chairman: Mr. G. M. Discepoli, Assistant Chairman, Tenth Family Lifo
Conference.
Prayer: Rev. Clarence Rivers.
ATTITUDES
AT
HOME AND
AT
SCHOOL, Rev. Lucius F. Cervantes,
. S.J.
Dinner, G:OO p,m., Xavier Union House
Toastmaster, l\Isgr. Robert J. Sherry
Prayer :Msgr. August J. Kramer.
PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS IN MARRIAGE, Rev. Lucius F. Cervantes,
S.J.
Sunday, !\larch 31, H:OO p.m.
Chairman: Mr. Wlllfam E. Corcoran,
Chairman, Tenth Family Life Conference.
Prayer: Rev .. Paul Scales, O.F.M.
Panel: PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF FAMILY UNITY
Moderator:
Dr. Joseph Evans
Rev, Lucius F. Cervantes, S.J.
Mrs. Ralph W. Campbell
Mrs. Charles Geraci
Mr. Frank Kohnke
Througho~t the Conference there wfll
be exhibits on famfly lffc by colleges,
high schools, and organizations interested in famfly life.
All •esslons are open to the public
without cost or reservation except the
dinner meetlns on 8aturday nlcht. The
cost o( this dinner is $2.50 per person.
Remittances for the dinner must be
received by the Xavier Family Life
Institute. Cincinnati 'l, Ohio, by Tuesday, March 26.
fllomlnntion blanks for the Family of
the Year Award can be obtained by
wrltfng or callfng the Fnmll)' Life
Institute, RE 1·2341 lfne 62. Entries
must be received by l\lnrch 25.

Officers of the Tenth Annual Xavier University Family Life
Conference discuss the program for the confcre1foe which will be
held March 29-31 in the Armory. Left to right are Mr. William E.
Cm·coran, general chairman; Rev. John J. Wenzel, S.J., cha11lain of
the Family Life Institute; ancl Mr. Robert Cissell, director of the
Institute. Cissell, assistant professor of mathematics, 1Jartici11atc<l in
the national Family Life Conference of the Family Life Bureau of
the National Catholic Welfare Conference March 19-21 in l\'lilwaukcc.
I

Students Invited To Attend
Fa111ily Life Conference
The Rev. Lucius F. Cervantes, S.J., Jesuit sociologist from
Regis College, Denver, Colo., will give the principal addresses
at the tenth annual Family Life Conference at Xavier on
March 29, 30, and 31, Robert F. Cissell, director of Xavier's
Family Life Ins ti tu te, has annou_n_c_e_d_.---=--·-=----;---:--..,.,.--

Father Cervantes is the coauthor with Dr. Carle Zimmerman of Harvard University of
two widely-heralded studies of
family life, Marriage anci the
Family:

A

Text

for

Moderns,

and the soon to ·be published
The Successfui American Family.

Theil' first book has been
called "the most eloquent experimental justification of the
Christian family system in the
English language."
To gather material for The
SuccessfuL American Family, the
two authors investigated the
living habits of 60,000 families
and over a quarter million individuals.
This later book has been subsized by the .F'ord Foundation
and is to receive further assistance from ·the National Institutes
of Health Division of the Federal
Security Agency. On a popular
level, Look Magazine has offered
to subsidize the academic publication of the book in return

for monopoly of popularization
rights.
Father Cervantes is a regular

All students arc cordially invited to partici1mte in the Family Life Confe1·cnce program.
There will be no aclmission
charges. For the first time, the
Conference is being helcl while
stuclcnts are on cam1ms. The conference has been listecl as an "A"
Convocation ancl stuclcnts who
attcncl will receive crcclit for
attendance.
-------------speaker on the International
Sacred Heart program and has
spoken on the national broadcast
"Faith in Our Time" series.
Cana Conferences, retreats, and
Religious emphasis Weeks have
likewise been his specialties;
within recent years he has given
them at such universities as
Harvard, Yale, Creighton, St.
Louis, Cornell, Oklahoma, Denver, and Marquette.

Verka1np T 01u·na11ient Slated Friday;
Four Debate1·s Vie F 01· Gold Medals ·
By Way1w Felir
The annual Verkamp Prize Debate will be held on Frid~y
evening, March 29, at 8:00 p.m. in the Albert D. Cash iyrem01:raI
Room. 'fhis is the annual public debate of the Plulopedian
Debating Society. A gold medal, established by the late ~oseph
B Verkamp will be awarded at the Honors Convocation on
0

M ay 6 to the member of the

Debating Society judged to be
the best individual debater of
the evening.
The men participating in the
debate are Frank Hamel, Richard
Mennen, Daniel Brislane, and
Wayne Fehr.. These four. were
selected by a vote of the Debating Society as the best debaters
in the group. Bill Foley was
chosen as chairman of the event.

The debaters will conduct a
convential intercollegiate debate
on the national topic for this
year, "Resolved: That the United
Slates should discontinue direct
economic aid to foreign countries." This topic is an explosive
issue right now, since c.ongre~s
must soon vote on foreign aid
appropiatio~s for the coming
year. Fehr and Brislane will
(Continued on Page 6)
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Solutions Offered

Symphony

D aising a good, Christian family is becoming a more difficult
1'... job year by year. The modern married couple faces spir-

Preview

ittml and financial problems that their parents and grandparents never dreamed of. Hence, the tenth annual Xavier
Family Life Conference has much to offer in the way of practical solutions to many of the more perplexing problems husbands and wives face.
The Family Life Institute has been successful in obtaining
as speakers the nation's foremost authorities on Christian
family life. Last year Rt. Rev. Irving A. LeBlanc, director of
the Family Life Bureau of the National Catholic Welfare Conference was the guest speaker. In 1955, Rev. John L. Thomas,
S.J., of the Institute of the Social Order, St. Louis University,
was the main speaker. And this year another expert has been
invited to address the March 29-31 conference. The Rev. Lucius
F. Cervantes, S.J,, Regis sociologist, is an expert of national
repute.
""'d l!i~--==
Students have been invited to attend any party of the
program for the first time. The program should prove especially interesting to those who are engaged or "going steady,"
as well as those who are already married. How about it? Let's
change the ""'Welcome" to a "We'll come."

By Bill Disque
This coming Friday and
Saturday, March 29-30, is the
seventeenth concert of the
season. Thor Johnson and the
Cincinnati Symphony Orches-

Comment One-Whooping Crane. For those who read
more than the sports page and the comics of the daily newspaper the name.of Dr. George W. Crane is not at all unfamiliar.
Dr. Crane ~s an expert on almost every subject ranging
from, human bemgs to the lowest form of human existence, the

ever-popular amoPba.
While glancing through the
good doctor's column this past
week I found the world-shaking
headline, "Business Colleges Do
Not Beg." Being quite interested
in how these pillars of knowl(ACP)-From the Deep South comes an expression of edge finance themselves I probrotherhood which might surprise the northern reader. The ceeded to scan the column for
editorial is from the MISSISSIPPI COLLEGIAN, Mississippi the answer. I find that the good
doctor was of the opinion that
College, Clinton, Miss. \
There has been, ever since we were all children, a lot of these schools are self-subsisting.
Due to the fact that Mr. Worst
talk about the ",universal brotherhood of man." We have been
taught in Sunday School classes from the time we were old refuses ,to issue valuable statistics
enough to understand talk that "red and yellow, black and on this subject, I am forced to
examine this problem strictly on
white-all are precious in his sight."
the basis of common sense and
Is there any validity to these teachings?
If so, why are seventy-million people (the kind that Amer- comparison. I know of very few
icanism teaches are created equal) enslaved in Europe and universities that don't appeal to
the alumni and friends. Why is ·
Asia?
or.
it then that such heavily endowed
If so, why is Communism, which denies the dignity and colleges must call on outside help
worth of the individual, gaining converts so much faster than and the business college does not
Christianity, which teaches that the individual has worth?
have this problem???
If so, why do we have to have a "civil rights" bill when
Dr. Crane begins his thesis on
the constitution guarantees every citizen equal rights?
this question by saying that
If so, why are people who ask for equal rights for a fellow "American liberal arts educatio~
human being branded as Communists and heretics before the is still far too impractical." Of
words have fallen from their lips?
course the doctor must have been
Yes, the prirn;;iple 0£ the brotherhood of man is still as incommunicado when the word
valid as the principle of Christ's love for a sinner who doesn't was being passed around that

Guest Editorial

love him. Why then do conditions contrary to our belief exist?
The answer is simply that you and I have neglected the
practice of what we believe. Surely, talk about brotherhood is
good, but practice is even better. Brotherhood isn't a commodity that we can buy with foreign aid programs and civil
rights bills. It is a spirit, accomplished through soul-searching
prayer and perserverance.
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Boston, Mass.- (I.P.)-A raise
of $100 in tuition, to go into
effect starting with the 1957-58
school year, is announced in the
newly-released Entrance Bulletin of Boston College.
When the latest raise, to $700,
goes into effect, tuition will have
gone up 40% since 1955. In
addition to the basic tuition
raise, dormitory and boarding
rates will go to $700-a $40
increase.
Another change will be the
elimination of Conditional Examinations, except for first-semester freshmen, and a revision of
the grading system. Henceforth,
both classwork and exams will
now .count 50% each, where
previously the marks were rated
on a 60-40% basis respectively.

Dr. Johnson

OBITER DICTA
By Dan Herth

'118
'5'l'
'll!l
'57,
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Forl"ner Grid Rival
Gets Another Bloiv

liberal arts graduates were much
more in demand than those with
a business diploma or "practical"
degree.
In thg..final paragraph he states
that "unless students plan to
enter teaching or the professions,
they usually will obtain a more
practical education by going to
a business college for two years,
than by spending those two
years . on the average liberal arts
campus." To those who are not
education majors or in the preprofessional courses, R.I.P.
In substance, Dr. Crane has no
use for the liberal education and
puts emphasis on th.e practical
side of life. Further, at business
college, people "get down to
brass tacks and teach a greater
respect for our American free
enterprise system." Don't We?
On second thought maybe those
who read only the comics might
be acquainted with Dr. Crane,
since that is perhaps where his
conclusions on practical education belong.
Till next time, save S. and H.
Green stamps.

On The' Air!
WXU is on the air. Through
the efforts of Bill Kern, Bob
Scheel, and Maynard Macke a
radio station is being heard in
Brockman Hall, Albers Hall,
and the Cafeteria Building.
Broadcast time is from 8 a.m. to
12 o'clock midnight. Plans are
being made so that broadcasts
can be made from North Hall
of Student Council Meetings,
Dorm Council Meetings, an evening Campus News Program, and
a Disc Jockey Program. Ultimately, co-ordination with the
radio and TV courses is planned.
Coverage is planned to extend
to all the Campus buildings.

New Ed
The News has a .new associate
editor in the person of junior
Marty Hogan of 3540 Mooney
Ave. Hogan is an employee of
The Cincinnati Enquirer.

tra will comprise the first half
of the program with the performance of · Liadoff's "Eight Rus. sians Folk Songs, Opus 58," and
the United States premiere of
Nielsen's "Symphony No. 6 (Sinfonica Semplice)."
The second half of the program
will feature one of the world's
finest violinists, Zino Francescatti. Born in Marseilles, France,
the violinist made his debut in
the new world in 1955 as soloist
with an orchestra directed by his
friend, Jose Iturbi. in the great
Teatro Colon in Buenos Aires. In
the following year he came to
the United States and performed
with three major symphony orchestras, one of which was the
Cincinnati Symphony, which at
that time was under the direction

The election, alo~g with the unsuccessful candidates has
beei: dead for .some time now but views on just what "kept"
Ike m ~he White House can still be heard.
. This notion of a "gimmick" or a tricky slogan being respons~ble for ~he election of a candidate, the same as a slogan is
given credit for selling a bottle
of beer, is held by many.
Th e suppose dly more 1earned
and usually .older of the country
constantly 1mpress youth with
th f t 0 f th t 'drt.
f
. e s upi
Y 0 ~any
e ~c
Americans m that they are mfluenced by a slogan in determining who gets their vote. Hands
in pockets and head hung low
these "intelligensia" shake thei;
_
. .
h ea d s s1ow l Y an? d~spamn~ly
ask what "America 1s commg
t " th t h f
f
o
a s e a 11s or s1oganry
to the extent of the national
election. They further charge
that it takes a slogan to put a
man in the White House. Fu·rther, they lament that it looks
like whoever comes up with the
best twenty-five• or less reason
why they like Ike best wins the
four year prize. I for one heartily disagree with this line of
thinking and do not believe that
slogans, as such, can be held
responsible for the outcome of
an election.
Fundamental to the selling of
any product, candidate or other,
is the public's being made aware
of the "product." Hence we are
subjected to a battery of "advertising" at election time.
It is well known and oft
repeated aphorism, perhaps of
American origin that to sell

*"

something
h
t
d
.
. ~ ave . o a vert1se. Advert1smg, a field which

r

t ·

1

1

hacse!' :~~!;'.a~av;a~~ q~ar:,: 7it~;
.
~e mg
whatever it has been assigned to
peddle. The Indians sold half
the country w'th
J'ttl
b
f't
1
1
f
. .
e ene 1
rom adve:t!smg as we know it
!~day. The1r s was a less compets1ti.1nvcee thform of mlark:~ting dand
ere was on y one pro uct
of their type offered the h d
. 1
. .
.
. Y a
11tt
e d1ff1culty m creating any
consumer need
·

I

Qjf-

But .it should not be forgotten
that the principal that sold
Manhatan Island still exists in
advertising and can be seen
today. First, the product advertised ·itself, (one island, potential building site for a few million people, good downtown
location for retai~ selling and
business offices, call Cochise)
and secondly there was already
a natural "need" or consumer
desire to buy the item for sale.
Now in the elections this is
(Continued on pa1e 8)
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of Eugene Goosens. Since that
time, Mr. Francescatti has become an international violinist.
Mr. Francescatti's parents we're
both musicians. His father, however, discouraged him from playing the violin and encouraged
him to study law. His mother,
however, wished him to develop
his talent and gave him every
possible chance to do so, although
he was studying law at the time.
When his father died, Zino Francescatti directed all his efforts to
the violin.
Mr. Francescatti is married to
Yolande Patel de la Briere, who·
gave up a violin career to further •
her husband's iwn. The Francescattis make their home in Monterey, Massachusetts. Needless to
say, Zino Francescatti needs no
introduction to musical audiences
because of his numerous appearances on radio and television and
his recordings on Columbia rec·
ords.
One of the greatest concertos
of all time, Beethoven's "Con·
certo in D Major, for violin and
orchestra, Opus 61," will be performed by Mr. Francescatti. Be
has an excellent recording of
this work with the Philadelphia
Orchestra under Eugene Ormandy on Columbia ML4371. This
should prove to be a very commendable conce~t because it offers a world-beloved violin concerto. performed • by a world·
famed violinist.

Great Teaching
A handsomely-illustrated forty
page booklet, "Great Teaching"
on Xavier, its present and futu;e
needs, i,s no:v available at the
Public Relations Office in Albers
Hall. The publication develops
~he theme that "great teaching"
1s a part of the Xavier tradition.
Student Council Elections will
be held on May 6 and '7. JnfonnaUon on nominations and ballotln1
wJll be released by a Connell
committee .
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Student Council Discusses Functions Of Student Clubs
•eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeoOe$eOe
Judicial Cornrnittee Decides NFCCS Status;
i Legion of Decency movie:
Dean's 011i11ion On Constitutional Seminar Given : ratings are now available by:•

By Don Bar11liors1, Coiincil Corresponderil
Student Council opened its meeting Monday to the shining
faces of only eleven voting members, a required convocation
for the Class of '60 summoning the four freshman officers. In
the absence of a quorum, Council was unable to decide on any
matters of business requiring a vote. However, President
Sajewski opened , the floor for
discussion of several issues to be
voted upon later.
First on the agenda, a letter
from Ralph Hogue of the Veterans' Club was read by Sajewski. The letter concerned the
preparedness of the campus clubs
to function efficiently at the
Mardi Gras Carnival and Raffle
Sales and other such events. In
the opinion of the Vets' Club,
a much better job could be done
by the clubs if Council, as a
matter of policy, were to send
reminding letters to the various
organizations at least one month
prior to the scheduled event,
listing and explaining the duties
that each club would have to
perform to make the event a
success.
Jim Perry, chief justice of the
Judicial Board, read the decision
of the Judicial Committee regarding the NFCCS officer question. In the judgement of the
Board, the present officers are
"illegally constituted" and theoretically have no right to the
'offices they hold. Perry stated
that •the Board recommended,
however, that Council recognize
the present de facto officers in
an election complying with the
regulations of the Constitution.
Ed Sajewski reported on two
of Councils' activities. In regard
to the proposed Constitutional
Seminar, it is the opinion of
Rev. Henry J. Wirtenberger, S.J.,
dean of the College of Liberal
Arts, that the idea would best
be handled • as a "workshop"
which denotes a non-compulsory,
non-credit course. Sajewski further reported that he is planning
to talk with a local lawyer this
week in regard to the technicalities involved in the presentation of such a course. Sajewski's
second report concerned the
progress of the Constitutional
Committee. In this stage each
member of the committee is
writing his own constitution accordingly to his views of the
needs of a university constitution. After each member's document has been written, criticized, and compared with the
others submitted, it _is planned
that one final Constitution be
drafted to be presented for approval to Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., and to Student Council.
(Continued on Page 6)

ENTERTAINMENT CHAIRiUEN:

i phone in a 24-hour service g
: provided by the Archdiocesan!
i Council of Catholic Youth.:

F01· the pei·fect D<111ce

: Classifications for movies ap- !
:• pearing downtown and at the!
i art theatres, are given. The:
: telephone number is GA. 1-:

.

:1288.

S01·01'ity

f 01· yom· Club,

F1"aten1ity,

Moo11lite Garde11s

:

eoeceoe•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-

1)~~-~ choon~:~~P~~l

01·

~a,.ty

Coney Island
offers «m att1·llctive JJl"ofit-slwl"ing Dance plan.

Call l\'.IAin 1-2590 for details.

of our new light-weight Raincoats.

t-?:'...,.,::Jl:~~

A few ounces of protection

worth.~

;.
pound
of aspmn and

a gallon of
cough syrupl

~~ }~
•'~~)

71

• ,

~~ ' '"·:

.

} ,;,,,,,
''1 'i::::::;

Mabl~y &

Two Mighty Good Men To Know
20 Years Experience

..

$17.50

tare\v
Dual Exhaust Systems - Sold Installed

TWO FINE STORES
Carew Tower
Western Hills Plaza

•

-,

BRAKES
RELINED

MUFFLERS
CAR-LIFE
GUARANTEE
INSTALLED FREE

Che~y is

Ame1ica's "hot" car

-officially !

THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY

Chevrolet Wins Coveted
l\lanufacturers' Trophy at
Daytona Beach as "best
performing U.S. automobile"!

3616 Montgomery Road

EVANSTON
A- Few Blocks North
Of The Dorma
Bachelor Service
Fluff Dry Bunillea
4 BOUR ~ERVICE

Want facts about perfonnance?
Then look at the official figures from
NASCAR's* internationally famous
Daytona Beach competition for stock
cars. Here's what you'll find: Chevrolet, in two weeks of blistering competition, proved itself as America's
Number One performance car. Nothing
in the low-price field could touch it.

CHICO'S
ITALIAN AND AMERICAN
POOD

No other car, , regardless of price,
scored such a sweep. And Chevy
walked away with the famous Manufacturers' Trophy, hands down!
The 1957 Chevrolet is, by all odds,
the most astonishing performer ever
produced in the low-price field. Best
of all, this superiority isn't limited to
just a few extra-cost high-performance
models. Every type of Chevy-from
the six-cylinder models right up to the
283-horsepower "Super Turbo-Fire"
V8's, from the single-carburetor VB's
with Powerglide to the stick-shift
"270's" .!.is a championship car.
•National Associalio11 for Stock Cur Auto Raci11£.

Only franchised Chevrolet dealers

3631 MONTGOMERY BD.

\ CO::\IE IN NO\VGET A WINNING DEAL
ON THE CHAMPION l

1 USA

'97

CHEVROLET

tJti!ii'+Jiw display this famous trademarl~

Z Mlllutn From Xavier

See Your Authorized Chevrolet Dealer

(One,Block South of Dana)
JBffenoD 1·1111

•

-~--

..- - ; · · · ·

•
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Musketeers Close 20-8
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In the ctbsence of Sports Editor Mei Brennctn, who is in New York
covering the N.I.T. for The News, this column is being written by
Bob Queenan, assistctnt sports ecl·itor.

Every team needs a Ieacler and Xavier's Musketeers are
no exception. In the opening round of play in the N.I.T. the
Muskies were up against a tough Seton Hall team and were
having all they could do to hold their own against the tough
Pirates. A little man started the game for Xavier and quite a
few fans wondered if Ned Wulk hadn't really goofed. A man
five-seven couldn't possibly stop a man like Dick Gaines. Why
didn't coach Wulk give Franny Stahl a chance to do the job
on Gaines that he did on Rodgers, Bernardie, Paulson, and
Powell? Why didn't Franny Stahl start? Ned Wulk in this
move gave a vote of confidence to a little guy with the heart
of a lion. It was a vote of confidence which he badly needed.
Only a few days before the papers had splashed in "yellow"
headlines, "BOOTHE HELD SCORELESS."
This seemed a risky thiqg for the coach of a team which
had so much at stake to be doing but he did it without any
hesitation. The move certainly paid off for Coach Wulk. On
that afternoon which many of us will remember Jimmy Boothe
in the face of mountainous pressure threw in 19 points and
was instrumental in causing Dick Gaines to foul out as Xavier
won the ball game, 85-79. This, in my opinion, runs a close
second to the game Jimmy played against Louisville two years
ago. It might even be said that this was a more important
game, for it certainly proved that Jimmy is the capable leader,
fine scorer, and superb floor man that he always has been.

\

I.

.
While we're handing out bouquets, let's throw a few in
the direction of John Albrinck. John is one of those individuals
who seldom receives credit for the outstanding job he does
when he's thrown into a tough situation. I was glad to see that
John was given that credit by one of the Cincy papers. He
certainly deserves any honors he receives.

* • • • •

It is in the spirit of thanksgiving that we write the next

sentence. Many thanks to George Smith, Cincy coach, for the
material he supplied Ned Wulk in the form of scouting reports
on Seton Hall and St. Bradley.

* • • • •

It would seem as though the upsets took their usual toll

in most of the major tournaments throughout the country.
Morehead was the first to be knocked off by a surprising Pitt
team, a team which, by the way, gave Kentucky a pretty fair
battle. Michigan State then came along and up-ended Kentucky. rrhis was the action in the NCAA tournament. Up in
old New York the "Cinderellas" were having their heyday.
It would also seem that a certain seeded team had a pretty
good night. On the upset side of the ledger Memphis State
gave Utah a very close shave. This was followed by St. Bonaventure's startling decision over Cincinnati. St. Bonaventure
continued on the upset trail as they knocked off Seattle, the
number one seeded team. Then came the final blow of all
blows. Bradley, a team which, though number two seeded had
been on the downhill skids, really found themselves. In one
of .the most unusual games of the season, Bradley overcame
a twenty point Xavier lead and went out in front of the Muskies permanently to win. The final, almost unbelievable score
was llG-81. This was the worst Xavier defeat in two seasons.
What is probably puzzling most Xavier fans is the disappearance of Muskie poise. Why wasn't th~re any set or practiced
maneuver on the part of the Muskies for the press which was
applied by the Indians. It seemed as though the Muskies lost
their aggression and drive once the press started.
·

AII. Catl1olic Isst1e-April 5

Muskies 'Ace' Seton Hall In N.l.T. 85-79;
Tlien Boiv To Brc1clley In· Qum·ters 116-81
By Ed A.dams
Tuesday, March 19, was a lousy day. The sun didn't shine,
the sky was grey, and the rain rarely stopped. If .the day was
gloomy, the night was even gloomier, for that evening the
rain kept falling, the air got crisper, and the Musketeers lost.
For the first ten minutes of
the game that night Xavier could
do no wrong. For tJie next 30
minutes they could do no right.
It appears, in re.trospect, that
those meager ten minutes of success actually sealed the Muskies'
doom. Bradley was a good team.
But when Xavier charged out in
front to an early twenty point
lead she seemed to forget that
fact, and to dismiss as a mistake
the Braves' number two seeding.
For Bradley was neither hitting
nor rebounding, while Xavier
was playing precision basketball.
What happened next is, to say
the !Past, distasteful to recall.
Bradley set in motion a ball- ·
hawking full-court press that
practically forbade Xavier to
cross the ten second line, and, as
a result, the X advantage by
halftime had' dwindled to eight,
52-44. Ten short minutes later
Bradley led by as sizeable a·
margin as a team can get in ten
minutes, 26 points. About that
time even the Muskies knew why
the Braves had been seeded second.

Too Important To Forget-

'

The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

H. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East McMillan

-Basketball Banquet·
Try a Capri Pina tonight - the
q<11allly Pina you can appreciate.

PIZZA

Located on the s. E. Carner Tennessee
and Readin1 Road, Bond Hiii.

TIY TH! FAMOUS CAPRI

.. GONDOLA"
The noblest sandwtc• ' ' thent 1111

OPEN EVERY DAY -

4 P. M. 'till

1 A. M.; Fri., Sat. and Sun. 'till

2 A.M.

Just three days earlier Xavier
had flattened first round opponent Seton Hall with a minimum
of Effert. Only· once, with eight
minutes left in the game, did the
Pirates pose a substantial threat.
However, the Muskies on the
strength . of unerring foul line
Corny Freeman, repulsed the
accuracy by Frank Tartaron and
Seton Hall surge, and coasted
through the final minutes to an
85-79 decision. All but one Xavier starter managed double figures as Freeman hit for 23, Boothe
19, Stein 18 and Tartaron 13. Joe
Viviano added six~·
Because of. this splendid showing against Seton Hall, Musketeer stock soared sky-high. The
dark-horse Xavier quintet was
accepted as a team to beat.
But then came the Bradley
game, a game the Musketeers
shall never forget. It was an unholy way to terminate one of the
top seasons in Xavier basketball
history. But as one observer remarked, the young Musk i es
learned a lot of lessons.

Thursday night. Marcil 27, Xavier Musketeer fans wlll get a
chance to join the basketball
team In their annual banquet.
The feast wlll be held in buffet
style at the hotel Sinton. Ed
Kennedy will be toastmaster for
the occasion. Next year's captain
will be announced and the award
for the most valuable player will
be presented. Xavier's all opponent team will also be announced.
Letten will be awarded to the
varsity and frosh numeral sweaters will be gretentecl.

WOodburn 1-2474

Swimmers Hope
Next year a bigger schedule is
being planned with another trip
to pighlight the 57-58 season. It
is hoped to return to the Sunshine State. This time we will
bring home the bacon.
SPECIAL ISSUE
The next issue of the Xavier
News will feature Xavier's All·
Catholic All - American team.
Sports editors from· all the Catb·
olic colle1es tbrou1bout tbe
country have been polled. The
results wllJ be sbown ID the next
lllUe.

M1tsketeer Mermen
End Rough Season
By ]ohra Gardner
How good is a season that
boasts no victories? Your first
words might be "lousy". But be·
fore jumping (o conclusions, let's
examine the facts. I'm sure you
will agree that a successful season is not always a winning season. This is the case of Xavier's
unpublicized swimming team•.
Although losing every meet it
might be well to mention that
the team won many first places
in their respective events, but
due .to their lack of depth they
were unable to pick up the necessary seconds and thirds, and
they judge meets on total points,
not total firsts.
For the novice swimming fans
the scoring goes somethink like
this: five points for first place,
three points for second, and one
point for third. Total points determine the winner.
The aquatic Muskies have a
young team with great possibilities. The team boasts one junior, captain Marty Wirtz, who
swims the 440, 220 and the 100
with much authority, and six
sophomores.
George Murphy, the leading
scorer with some 50 points, is
considered a real comer. The
powerful breast stroker holds the
pool record at Richmond, Indiana
for the 200 yard breast stroke
and the 200 yard orthodox.
The remainder of the team, in
no special ordPr, include: Tom
Kurtz, another breaststroker. His
specialty is the butterfly, which
isn't the easiest way to travel on
water. Jeff Berry swims the 440
and the 220 free style. Bob Conners swims the free style 100 and
50 yard events. Ray Fellinger
goes by way of the backstroke
route. Last of all but by no
means least is 4 ft. 11 in. John
Griffin. John swims thP 440 and
does the diving. This diminutive
athlete proves once more what
Jimmy Boothe has been proving
for years, that a little man still
has a place in snorts. John de- ·
feated many bigger and strongPr
opponents with his poise and
determination.
Just for the records the scores
of the meets were: Richmo"d 40
to 35, Miami of Florida 51 to 28,
Miami of Ohio 56 to 21, Central
State, which was a rPal squeeker
39 to 38, University of Kentucky
42-35, and University of Louisville 40 to 32. The Louisville
meet was the only one held here
in Cincinnati.
•The highlight of the season, as
you can guess, was the Florida
trip, where the teain stayed for
some nine days at Ft. Lauder·
dale during our mid-year vaca·
tion. Look what you non-compet·
ing swimmers ar• mi11ingl
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Xavier's Football Musketeers
Start Spring Practice Today

Baseballers Await '5 7 Opener

By Bob Queenan, Ne1vs. Assistant Sports Editor
Once again that time of year called spring is upon us. The
blossoms are beginning to bloom and the trees are beginning to
bud Once again that form of human life known as the football
player comes out of his winter hibernation to begin spring
practice. This is a time that brings joy to the hearts of all

While all heads turn to the
East, toward the Mecca that the
Wulk pilgrimage has been striving for all season, someone is
slipping in the back door. His
name is Baseball.
For the last three weeks now,
about twenty men have been
working out in the fieldhouse,
getting in condition for the 18game schedule that opens shortly. They won't move outside officially until Don Ruberg returns
from the NIT. (Ruberg, of course,
moves in this year as head coach
in place of Ned Wulk.) This
means that the club will have
less than two weeks of outdoor,
pre-season practice since the
opener against Villa Madonna
_here at Xavier will be on April
5th.
Roberg has said that he has no
prejudices or favorites and that
all positions are open and will be
filled by the players that put
out best in practice. Which all
sounds like the usu'al prattle that
baseball managers and coaches
parrot every spring except that
with Ruberg it's true. Here's
why: Because he was busy leading Elder's baseball team to the
state championship last year, he
had no chance to see Xavier's
team play. He frankly admits
that, since he has seen none of
the returning men play, and he
won't know the new faces from
the old when he first meets the
team late this month. He's willing to watch anybody perform
who has the ability. (This is not
a paid advertisement nor will
you see any posters hanging
around campus urging that You
Too Can Be A Spring Prospect.)
But the fact is that a new coach
must rely on performance rather
than record.
And then, even if Ruberg

By Tom Eckstein

football players, for it means a Del Conte, and Bob Marshall.
workout for t~ose muscles whose Veteran guards are Russ Goings,
primary exercise throughout the Jim Bushell Jack Paris and Dan
long winter has been ?allroo~ Bender. Holding down the center
dancing and elbow bendmg. This position this year will be Greg
is also ~e time for the grad~- Fennell, and Gene Terry. The
ating seniors to look upon their quarterback spot will be shared
former comrades as they frolick by Ralph Lane and Jerry Casper.
on the greens of Corcoran field
Halfbacks scheduled to trot for
and remember when. . . .
the
Muskies this year are Terry
It is, too, a time when that
Meyer,
Tom Riley, Myron Kileager freshman can finally get
gore,
Faust
Coyle, Jim Wessel,
a chance to show the coach just
Joe
Jordan,
and
Dick Bachman.
what he can do. Today as Mick
A
gaping
hole
in
the
Xavier backConnolly leads his group of veterans and raw ,frosh onto the field was left by grads Bob Konfield many of these things will koly and Terry Malone. The· fact
be taking plac lt will be only is sad but true, Xavier doesn't
through hard work that the teams have a veteran fullback. It was
which take the field for the Mus- hoped that highly-touted frosh
keteers next year will be made. "Joko" Serika might be able to
Among tbe many problems fill in for the aforementioned
gentlemen, but he has been sideLose Junker
lined by a case of ineligibility.
facing coach Connolly this year ·Though "Joko" will be able to
is finding a substitute for Xav- play next year if his grades perier's All-American end Steve mit he will still be unable to
Junker. You don't run across practice with the team this year.
that type of ball player every The only frosh fullback available
.'day. Fortunately for coach Con- to the Muskies at present is Ednolly, another stellar end is still die Thomas, a DePorres grad and
around to snag those passes. That an army veteran.
man is, of course, none other than
Frosh Hopefuls
Captain Bob Young. The stocky
Frosh standouts who will be
Hamiltonian will be a great asset
to the Muskies in '57•
moving up to the varsity this
Other ends who will be back- year are halfbacks George Nooning up Mr. Young and filling an, and Alan Meyers, tackles Ed
Steve Junker's shoes are senior
Tom Krebs, juniors Danny Boyle Mazurek and Tommy Gonella,
and John Silvati. Xavier will be guards Jim Link and Jim Kaprather sparsely populated at the pas, centers Tom McGraw and
tackle positions this year in re- Dick Pollion, and ends Tom Groh
spect to the number of vet"ran and Tom Allen.
men. Returning to the front wall
for X are Joe Schroeder, Arty
0

•

wanted to go by the record, he
couldn't. There are scarcely any
records. Exactly three pitchers
are back from last year: righthanders Bob Geisler and Frank

Coach Roberg
Reichert and left-hander Norb
Rombach. The number of innings
the three have pitched total 44.
But compared to the quantity of
infielders, outfielders and catchers coming back, the pitching
staff looks like a mob. Five infielders and a centerfielder! The
shortstop is a man who played
more innings last year than anyone else, Bob Farrell. Next to
him, at 3rd base is Tom McDevitt; at 2nd, Tony Salem; at 1st,
Joe Witsken. For most of last
season these four were the infield. John Corrigan is the only
other infielder returning. As it
looks now, there are no catchers
available to take Kast's 'place.
But actually, among the twenty men who've been romping
around the gym for the last three
weeks and others who have contacted coach Ruberg, there are

newcomers who, report has it,
can play baseball: Jim Ritchlin,
Lou Taglia, Gordy Crawford,
George Haas, Gerry Wessels, Flo
Sokolowski, Dick Tambler, John
Grix, E. Evans, Fallon, Eilerman
and Dave Langen brunner.
The outfield picture is practically
as hazy. Except for Frank Ludwig, last year's fixture in center,
and Witsken, who's been known
to play outfield, there's .no one
back. And that's it. The number
of last year's players whom Ruberg has heard from makes a
grand total of nine. Which is a
team, anyway.
VARSITY BASEBALL
SCHEDULE
April
5 Fri. Villa Madonna ...... Home
8 Mon. Villa Madonna .... There
11 Thu. Wayne .................... Home
13 Sat. Ft. Knox .................. There
23 Tue. U.C ..............:............ Home
24 Wed. Marshall ................ Home
26'Fri. Dayton ...................... There
27 Sat. Wright-Patterson .. Home
30 Tue. Ohio U. .................. Home
May
4 Sat. Miami ... ................... Home
7 Tue. Ohio U. .................. There
9 Thu. Dayton .................. Home
10 Fri. U.C. .......................... There
13 Mon. Bellarmine .......... Home
14 Tue. Marshall ................ There
17 Fri. Wright-Patterson .. There
(at 8 P.M.)
18 Sat. Hanover .................. Home
(Family Day)
20 Tue. Miami .................... There
(Starting time for Home Games
is at 3:30 on week days and 2:30
on Saturdays.)

Baumrin1'1 Ph1rm1cy
The Dnig Stcwe Cl<>1en To
Xat1ie?' UniveTsitv
1818 MenqomeJ'7 Rod
MEirose 1-3708

•

..

·vou

·smoke_- refreshed

A new idea in smoking... all-new Salem
C1·catcd bu R •• T.Rc1111old.• Tobacco Compa1111.

~.~It~*1 ,':·. . ,. . .,_, .,.

•

m~nthol

. ....."-i.:.::-'--.....

fresh
• rich tobacco taste
• most modern filter

Think of a Spring breeze blowing over fresh, green grass and you'll have a
good idea how re/resliing all-new SALEM Cigarettes taste. The freshest taste
in cigarettes flows through SALEM'S pure white filter. Rich tobacco taste with
new aurprise softness ... menthoJ.fresh comfort. Try SALEM-you'll love 'em.

Salem refreshes y_our__ taste
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Little Singers
(Continued from Page 1)
The musicianship of the young
singers is so outstanding that it
has inspired such famous French
composers as Darius Milhaud,
Francis Poulenc and Georges
Auric to create works especially
for them. Milhaud once said of
them: "The Choir School of the
Little Singers is a miracle of
faith, tena1city, enthusiasm and
talent. Their repertory is boundless. Boundless, too, is its fame,
since Father Maillet has shepherded his little group to th four
corners of the earth, greatly contributing to the artistic and moral
prestige of France."
Msgr. Maillet, their conductor,
0

,.

Speaker Formerly
Stationed At Elder
(Continued from Page 1)
ical studfes, he studied at the
Pontifical Gregorian University
(Jesuit Fathers) Rome, Italy
and the North American College,
Rome. He was ordained a Priest
from the Chapel at North American College, Rome, on December
8th, 1939.
Serving in the Archdiocese of
Cincinnati, as assistant pastor
to at least four different churches
and intructor in English and
school librarian at Elder High
School, this busy priest also
entered military service as a
chaplain in the U.S. Navy. He
was chaplain aboard the escort
aircraft carrier, U.S.S ... Roi in
the Pacific Theatre. He was
assistant chaplain at the U.S.
Naval Disti·ibution and Training
Center, Port Hueneme, California.
In September, 1952, Monsignor
Kennedy was named Knight of
the Equestrian Order of the
Holy Sepuchre, by His Eminence, Nicholas Cardinat Canali,
Grand Master of the Papal
Order, and was elevated to the
Degree of Knight Commander
in 1955 and to Knight Commander Star in 1956. On January

12th, 1957, His Holiness Pope
Pius VII, named his Papal
Chamberlain
(Supemumerary)
with the title of Very Reverend
Monsignor.

Entertahunent
Caps Debates

195~

the World War II years. Both
the faculty and student body of
the university are encouraged to
attend the Debate, and thus
show their interest in this tradiional speech event. The Debate
will be followed by a Lenten
Social in the Cash Room, with
recorded music and refreshments.
Young ladies from Mt. St. Joseph
·and Our Lady of Cincinnati
Colleges have also been invited.

(Continued from Page 1)
defend the Affirmative side,
while Hamel and Mennen take
the Negative.
Under present rules of debate,
each of the four debaters gives
a ten-minute speech, in which
(Continued from Page 1)
he presents his arguments for
prizes
being awarded Sunday.
or against the debate resolution.
The
rifle team participated
After a brief intermission, the
speakers conclude with five- in the Illinois Invitational Rifle
minute,. rebuttal speeches,. in Tournament there in Feb.
The group, accompanied by
which they answer their- opponents' arguements and re-affirm Lt. Col. Jesse H. Brown,
their own. A judge, or group of P.M.S.&T., Capt. Duane Haye~,
judges, then gives the decision P.R. Anoderator, Capt. D. H.
either to the affirmative or the Savelle, and M/Sgt. James E.
negative team, as having done Balsh, assist. moderator, will
the better debating. In the Ver- fly in two DC-3 transports of the
kamp Debate, the judges will U.S. Air Force.
also decide which speaker was
It is the :second time this
the best individual debater.
year that Xavier military groups
The Verkamp Debate is one have been carried on A.F. trainof Xavier University's oldest ing flights, recalling the rifle
traditions. It was begun in 1902 team's 2,200 mile flight to and
and has been an annual event at from Miami, Florida last DecemXavier ever since, except for ber.

Pershing· Rifles
Transported By AF

Student Councif
(Continued from Page 3)
Rev. Patrick 1 H. Ratterman,
S.J., speaking before Council
more in his capacity as Dean of
Men than as Student Co\.1&1cil
moderator, requested a period of
time from th ne~t meeting to
address Council on the subject
of campus projects, both those
which · have •been accomplished
and those which are planned for
the near future.
A final issue considered by
Council was a method of replacing - Council of.ficers who, for
varied reasons, may vacate their
positions. Father Ratterman, Ed
Sajewski, ando • .,Bill Sena, .all,
proposed "sure-fire" schemes to
solve the problem. All members
present aciively participated in
the heated discussion, and the
decision reached by Council
was that ~he candidate, who had
finished fif.th in the past elections from the same class as the
officer vacating his 'position,
would be appointed to the fourth
position among the officers of
his class, all other officers of that
class moving up to fill the
vacated position.
The meeting was then closed,
all matters i·equiring a vote
being postponed until next week's
meeting at which time a quorum
of members wou~d be present.

Choir Boy
has directed the choir since 1924.
For a tour, he selects about 32 of
the 50 boys who attend the Little
Singers' school .in Paris, picking
from the children's sections-soprano, mezzo-soprano and altoin addition to the older boys who
sing the tenor, baritone and bass
parts. The boys consider it the
highest privilege to be chosen for
an American tour, and only the
best voices make the grade.

•

CALENDAR says it's spring ... but it ain't necessarily

so. The freezin' season may still come up with one last
blast. And when that happens, your cigarette
makes a mighty Crisp Wisp! Of course, with Luckies,
you can forget the weather. Luckies taste fine all year
round-and no wonder! A Lucky is all cigarette ...
nothing but fine, mild, good-tasting tobacco that's
TOASTED to _taste even better. Forecast: You'll say
Luckies are the best-tasting cfgarette you ever smoked!

Fr. O'Connor Naniecl
!Continued from Page 1)
honored and very happy to sP.rve
on the Governor's Commission on
Higher Education, if, in so doing,
I can be of some service to the
cause of Higher Education and
to the State and people of Ohio.
Fortunately we have time to
work and to plan. The rising tide
of enrollment has not yet reached
the college level. The problem is
an exceedingly difficult one. We
must provide good facilities for
the education of the young
people of the state who are capable of higher education and
who are willing to attend college.
"On the other hand, we must
seek a way to do this as economically as possible without putting
undue burden on the already
burdened taxpayer. To distribute
this burden equitably b-etween
the taxpayer and the young person who profits from the education, seems to me, to be one of
the most difficult tasks facing us.
Another one is to encourage for
the good of society, the talented
young person to develop his talents to the utmost. A third is
going to be to find and train
capable teachers. If th,ere is any
contribution that I can make to
the solution of these problems,
I will gladly do so."

Accounting Society
The Cincinnati Chapter, National Society For Business Budgeting, as guests of the Xavier
Accounting Society, will hold its
second educational meeting Tuesday evening, March 26. A dinner
will be served in the President's
Lounge in the Union Building at
6:30 p.m.
Immediately following the dinner, the meeting will be held in
the Cash Memorial Room. Students from Xavier, the University of Cincinnati and Miami
will .participate in the discussion forum.

smoke

WHA.T IS A ROOKIE TAXIDERMISTf

WHAT CAUSE6 A LOST SAFARI¥

WHAT IS A STOCKING MENDERt

Duffer Stuffer
SHIRLEY ROCKWELL,
KANSAS STATl TlACHEllS COLL.

IERNARD PARK,

runs

Sock Doc
EDWARD SAMPl.E,
WESTERN MICHIGAN COLL.

WHAf IS A LIMPING LEPRECHAUNt

WHAT IS A FRAGILE HEADDRESSf

TllAVl5 SLOCUNI. JR ..
V.P.I,

STUCK FOR DOUGH?
~ :i
START STICKLINGI ~ /ii
MAKE s2s ~
\·ii:

~A.T.Co,

WHAT IS A GAY0'0'S DRESSING
PROBLEM I

Hobblin' Goblin

Frail Veil
CHARLOnE SCHAADU,
ARLINGTON STATE COLL.

We'll pay $25 for every Stickler we
prfot-and for hundreds more that
never get used! So start Sticklingthey're so easy you can think of dozens
inseconds!Sticklersaresimpleriddles
with two-word rhyming answers. Both
words must have the same number of
syllables. (Don't do drawings.) Send
'cm all with your name, address,
college and class to Happy-Joe-Lucky,
Box 67A, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

PIUR SCHMITZ,
NEBRASKA

'i
':i

: :.~
')!

·c I G A R E T T E S

MARILYN SHURTU,
MIAMI U,

Luckies
Taste Better

"IT'S .TOASTED" TO TASTE BETTER ; • • CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER I

PllODUCT OJ'

~ ~ tt'~ AM&lllCA'I

L&ADUIO MAKVFACTVllSll OF CIOARSTTSI

...
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The Night Side of The News
S p1·ing Forrnal Du~;
Balloting F 01· Queen
Begins "'Next R7eela,

E\'eniug College Social Club

Get out and VOTE! Don't be
alarmed, the President has already been elected but the Lady
of the Evening ~allege hasn't.
On A:pril 1-5, piclmes of the
candidates for the title will be
mounted on the bulletin board
where each student can vote
for one of the following girls,
who were recently nominated
from the various Classes:

·confession!
\

We'd like to admit right here and now that the
main reason we run advertisements like this is to
get you, dear·rea~er, to drink Coca-Cola to the
virtual exclusion of all other beverages. The
sooner you start going along with us, the soo11er
we'll both begin to get more out of life.

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

Nominees
Mary Jo Baumgartner, Alberta
Biedenharn, Barbara Bi·att, Gussie Cianciolo, Pat Dargis, Rose
Marie Diloney, Lois Fischer,
Kathleen Fox, Joyce Giyer, Marianne Gustin, Claire Jacobs,
Marilyn Keller, Dottie Lohr,
Kathy McCarthy, Eileen McCarthy, Janet Meiner, Lois Molique, Virginia Muenchen, Mary
Claire Murphy, Ruth Noll, Ann
Perry, Lois Polking, Janet Puttman, Mary Ann Rawe, Mary
Schmid, Janet Schummer, Joy
Sheehan, Marian Striley, Pat
Talrnlre, Phyllis Tolwig, Pat
Towle, Julie Weber, Cathy
Willke.
Voting
From these ballots, ten finalists will be chosen•. and then the
campaign officially begins. Posters will be displayed and gimics
and gadgets will be given away
by the ladies in order to win
the popular vote on May 11,
the night of the Spring Formal
to be held at Kemper Lane Hotel.
Big Fling
This dance is· one of the biggest annual affairs sponsored by
the Evening College Social Club.
Committees were chosen at the
last meeting and they are:
PubHcity, Gail Arnold, Alberta
Biedenharn, Kathy Stumph; Program, Kathy McCarthy, Walter

Mokt ~ w;tk1'\/~r

Picturecl from left to right are Bill Kramer, Gail Arnold, Walt
Witt, Jack Grever, Shirley Beck, ancl Dick Glassmcyer. They will
serve as 1956-57 Social Club officers.

Public Service
ou read about it in last week's newspapers. Three city
Y
employees were involved irl the taking of public funds.
A dishonorable and unfortunate episode was revealed.
This will be an opening for a certain type of government
critic. These people who already believe that all government
is corrupt and all civil employees are dishonest will now point
their fingers and sneer "I told you so" at every opportunity.
In their eyes, it will be a proven fact that all city employees
are "crooks."
They're wrong, of course. In city hall there are many
devoted persons who work long and hard to make good government possible and to account for every cent of public funds
entrusted to them. It would be most unfair to place these
unsung civil servants in the same category with those few
whose misdeeds earn them public disgrace.
Dishonesty and corruption must be ruthlessly rooted out
of the city government, wherever found. However, let us at
the same time give due credit to the many incorruptible civil
employees who give a lifetime to the public service. -Robert
Feldman
Witt, Williµm Cramer; Elections,
Mary Carole Bohlman, Jo Ann
Coors, Suzanne Tracy, Shirley
Beck, Rosie Meyer, Marilyn
Keller, Dot Lowr; Tickets, Richard Glassmeyer, Bonnie Murphy,

..

Lois

Molique,

Paul O'Connor;
Bonnie Murphy,
Eileen Fischer, Mary Ann Rawe,
Kathy McCarthy, Lois Molique,
Mary A n n Hoffman, Kathy
Stumph and Ann Daude.

Decorations,

..

WINSTON
WINSTON
TASTES GOOD J

• ~o lecture here - just a promise of the
full, rich tobacco flavor college smokers
want! Try America's favorite filter smoke.
You'll like the taste. And you'll like the

filter - a filter that does the job so well

the flavor really comes through to you. Try
Winston for finet filter smoking. Winston
tastes good - like a cigarette should!

Switch to WINSTqN America's best-selling, best-tasting filter cigarette!

.-

A. J, RE:'YNOl.t'S

TeBACCO CO.,

WINISTON•6AL.f:M, N. C.
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Obiter Dicta
(Continued from Page 1)
not the case. There is real competition there. Ike says he is
better than Adali and vice versa,
The next step, of course, is to
convince the potential · buyer,
the elector, who really is the
better. And as the burden of
the proof lies with each candidate what better way of reaching the largest market than
through the medium of advertising and through all the media
that advertising offers him?
But this still does not settle
the question of what worth are
slogans and are slogans sloblby?
As pointed out if there is
competition, and a product is
being marketed in a competitive
field, a little convincing that the
"grass is greener" is a large
part of all that is needed to
cinch tthe argument. But . . .
before any real "red" hot reasons for the "why" can be advanced, the item being sold must
first be known. Employing primitive advertising principles, native to all college students, I
call this step, "Acquainting tthe
Public with the Product."
Why do so many different
kinds of beer, soaps, TV sets,
etc., survive when many are
basically the same? Advertising
of course is the answer. But
let's not oversimplify, its not
just the sweeping statement "My
pencil is prettier than yours"
that sells pencils. Tt takes two
things: first, Piney pencils are
better than old yellow pencils,
and secondly the reasons why
you are a pretty smart ·boy if
you write with Piney pencils
instead of some other brand of
pencils. There is a certain element of conviction that must be
given to the buyer and this
well-founded fact is merely
pointed up and enhanced by
advertising.
In the election of an candidate
to an office the process is much
the same. People have to know
and need to be constantly reminded of who is running for
the offices. The names have to
stick so much that the candidates
will eventualy be furtther investigated by the voter for his
worth and then of course the
voter must be convinced of that
worth.
But it is not, as charged, a
matter of one candidate's slogan outshining the others in
"trickiness." One slogan might
be more easily remembered
than the other but the slogan
alone cannot be given credit for
the outcome of the election.
No man ever bought a barrel
of beer because it was "superfoamy" or "succulently sudsy."
They might have remembered
that beer when they went to
buy beer, but before they actually bought it, before they made
an investment in something so
important, they did some further investigation into the merits
of it. And this is the rriost important step, the investigation
and convincing.
The slogan interests, the item
itself sells. In the dramas of the
election the slogans are the
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first act. Once everyone is jolly
well aware of who is running
the big task of convincing those
people with the all important
"why'• of where their vote is
going to land takes place.
Ike. and his Elephantile friends
did not win the election 'because
the meter of "I like Ike" was
more pleasing than that of "All
the way with Adali." He won
because the American people
found in him those qualities
which they are desirous of having in the president. There exists
a similar list of requirements
that must .be met by every product offered before any actual·
selling can be done.
~People don'.t buy tooth-paste
because they want to see "where
the yellow went," they want
clean teeth and if a few words
in this great English language
will tell the story better than a
few hundred than more power
(and money) to the man who
discovers that method and uses
it.
It would be the view of this
author that slogans aid in making people aware of the "who"
or the "what" of selling but
that the "why buy" or "why
vote" still remains a question
answered by the product itself
and the buyer.

Military Musings
By Steve Kr1tpa,
Neavs War Correspondent.
The order has been published!
The Department of The Army,
per William Brucker, Secretary
of the Army, has announced that
those advanced military students
who will attend the six weeks
training this summer are to
commence preparation.
·
Major Allis· C. Jerney, junior
class moderator, has delivered
this order to the junior military
students. He explained to them
that the rigors of the summer
training are quite strenuousespecially the heat at Fort Sill,
Okla. and the long hours of
training. He urged immediate
compliance with this directive
since summer camp is "only
three months away." The juniors
are to begin to prepare themselves physically and mentally
for the ·grit and grind of this
coming summer. He suggests the
"Daily Dozen." This is interpreted to mean doing push-ups,
basketball, handball, or swimming at one of the local athletic
clubs.
Juniors, ease up on smoking,
cut down on alcohol, and prepare yourselves to "CHARGE."

•

On April 8 and 9, the Advanced

Course military students will
visit Fort Knox, Ky. The purpose of the visit is to orient them
with a few of -the events in the
life of an Army officer. They
are scheduled to leave at 2: 30
p.m. on Monday and return in
the evening on Tuesday.

• • •

Recently, the Xavier Order of
Military Merit conducted its
annual election of officers. Francis Losekamp, who hails from
Harrison, Indiana, was elected
president. The vice-president is
Thomas Kellner, from Chicago.
Secretary George Molinsky live.!
in Hamilton. Fran~is Tartaron,
whose home is Pittsburgh, is
treasurer.

• • •

Saturday, May 11, has been
tentatively selected as the day
on which the juniors will have
a oneday field exercise. They
will practice laying a 105 mm
Howitzer Battery, with its communication system, forward observer posts, command post, and
other necessary positions. The
material to be used will be from
Xavier; whatever is lacking will
be borrowed from nearby units.
The place where these maneuvers
will be held has not yet 'been
announced.

Sweeney Announces
Changes For Vets
Paul E. Sweeney, Director-- of
Veterans' Education, recently announced that monthly certificates will not be available to
veterans until the last day of
the month and for a short period thereafter. Monthly certificates submitted to the Veteran's
Office prior o the last day of
the month will not be accepted
. as true ceJ:1tification by the veteran for that month.
Monthly certificates will be
accepted prior to the last day of
the month only when a veteran
interrupts his training or the
school semester ends prior to the
last day.
A review of records throughout the United States .by the
Veterans Administration has disclosed several overpayments to
veterans in training under Public Law 550 (the Korean Bill).

Eckstein Honored
Thomas J. Eckstein, HAB
sophomore, has placed second
in the 1956-57 Intercollegiate
English Essay Contest under the
nom de plume of Peter Plinth.
He received a 9 out of 10' possible
points.

,_

oro

Calypso An Art?
Should calypso be included in
fine arts programs? Ron Hilvers,
chairman of the Students' Fine
Arts Committee, will have the
answer at the fine arts concert
1:30 p.m. Wednesday in the Student Activity Center, North Hall.
This will be the first of a· twopart program featuring the current recording rage, calypso music and song.
The programs will feature four
components: unpolished West Indies calypso, semi-refined calypso, calypso ala Belafonte, and
calypso with the "modern beat."
Maestro Hilvers will narrate.

NEW

Here;s old-fashioned flavor in the new -way to smoke.

FLIP· TOP BOX
Firm to keep
cigarettes from
crushing.
No tobacco in
your pocket
Up to dato.

The man-size taste of honest tobacco comes full through. The smooth-drawing
filter feels right in your mouth. Works fine but doesn't get in the way.
The Flip-Top Box keeps every cigarette firm and fresh until you smoke it.
POPULAR
FILTBR PRIC•

(MADI IN llCHMOND, VllOINIA, PIOM A NIW MAlllOIO
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